DND TALIS
Since 1999
ABOUT US

Our company has a great experience in the production and marketing of workwear and personal protective equipment. Since 1999 we are successfully working in the Baltic market, as wholesale and retail trader. We offer only innovative, comfortable, high-quality products which complies all European statements for personal protective equipment. Our goal is to find out customer’s needs, to offer and provide the necessary protection from head to toe, which ensures protection and comfort in any situation.

WHY CHOOSE US?

- Agility
- Comfort
- Quality
- Style

OUR BRANDS

With partners our company had created highly representative brands in the Eastern Europe - rewelly, G-SAFETY, Monte and cannygo.

Our company is also an official representative of MASCOT, Helly Hansen Workwear, Guide, Zekler, Protekt, L.Brador, PORTWEST and other brands in Lithuania.

OUR SERVICE

- WORKWEAR
- SAFETY SHOES
- GLOVES
- PPE
In order to achieve our goals, we are working closely with a number of partners from Europe and Asia in search of new materials and design solutions. We are importing products directly, this is why we can offer the best price-quality ratio.

Our factories are arranged in Lithuania and five Asian countries - China, India, Pakistan, Malaysia and Taiwan.

OUR FACTORIES
WORKWEAR WINTER

Rewelly Authentic

- Material: 45% cotton, 55% polyester.
- External cuffs are regulated with Velcro closures.
- The main part of the inside lining is made of fleece.
- Reflective area that increases the visibility of the user.
- Additional zipper protection at the chin.

Cannygo Smartgo

- Material: OXFORD 600D fabric which is water repellent.
- Removable lined hood.
- Inner lining (main part) soft lint-free 200g/m² fleece.
- Remaining of the lining is made from 100% polyester.
- High-quality 60 mm reflective bands.

More products: www.talis.lt/en
G-SAFETY Canvas

- Material: 60% cotton, 40% polyester.
- Density: 320 g/m².
- Weave: Canvas.
SAFETY SHOES

LEO GDS103 Rewelly S1P

- Upper - high quality Nabucco and suede leather.
- Toes - protected with XXL fiberglass toe cap.
- Shoe lining - evaporating moisture.
- Insole - antistatic, antibacterial, heat-formed.
- Sole - protected with Kevlar fabric inlay.
- Without metal components.

VINSON Rewelly S3 CI

- Upper genuine full grain leather with PU reinforcements.
- Toes - protected with XL composite toe cap.
- Shoes back strengthened with TPU Support Structure ®.
- Insole made from special, high density PU.
- Sole - double density PU, provides slip resistance (SRC).
- Sole is protected by flexible and light Kevlar insert.

More products: www.talis.lt/en
SAFETY WORK SHOES

PLAYER LIGHT NEW Rewelly S3

- Upper natural, textural skin.
- Composite protective toes.
- Lining - antibacterial textile sweat absorbing.
- Insole - heat disbanded, anatomical, antistatic.
- Sole - protected with Kevlar fabric inlay.
- Lacing pressed 4 pairs of metal eyelets.

CRAZY J007 Monte S3

- Upper - natural waterproof leather.
- Toes protected with fiberglass XL toe cap.
- Lining from antibacterial textile.
- Reflector details on the both sides of the shoe.
- Sole - two layers of PU, resistance to oil products.
- Sole is protected by flexible and light Kevlar insert.

More products: www.talis.lt/en
REWELLY is the oldest brand which we developed through the years. Since 2011 we are trying to impress our clients with a new design solutions. That is why we created new Rewelly Authentic line. REWELLY has a wide selection of products which are produced in Pakistan, India and China.

CANNYGO brand is specified only in clothes. This brand combine leisure time and work clothes. Production are made only in high quality China factories.

MONTE is our major brand of gloves. Nevertheless we produce safety shoes by the name of this brand too. All kind of MONTE products are produced in high rated factories in China.

G-SAFETY is one of our most developed brand. G-SAFETY can offer you everything from clothes to PPE. All production of this brand are produced in China, Pakistan and Taiwan.